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Figure 1.1. A block diagram representation of the task of controlling the gun turret 
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1.2. Soft computing 
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Figure 1.2. a) General Driver/Car closed control loop, b) the Neural Network/Car control 
system. Adopted from Neusser [7]. 
 
1.3.  Scope of research 
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Figure 2.4. An example of the discrepancy between the actual data (solid) and the crossover 
model (dashed) in the area of lower frequencies (Hess, [4]) 
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Figure 2.5. The Optimal Control Model of the human operator (Hess, [4]) 
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2.4.Hess Structural Model 
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Vestibular and Kinestetic Sensors
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Figure 2.6. Isomorphic model of the human operator (McRuer, [11]) 
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Table 2.1. Hess structural model parameters (Hess, [4]) 
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Figure 2.9. Components of the neuromuscular system (Magdaleno, [12]) 
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Figure 2.10. Sample comparison between Hess structural model, precision model and 
experimental data (Hess, [4]) 
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2.5.Enhanced Hess structural model 
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Note: Integrator is for 
Otolith Model
to Provide Rate Feedback,
Semicircular Canal 
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Table 2.2. Parameters of the expanded version of the Hess structural model 
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Peripheral  visual 
system

Figure 2.12. Blockdiagram of the descriptive pilot model (Hosman, [10]) 
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Figure 2.13. Bode plots of the descriptive model, simplified precision model and the actual 
frequency response (Hosman, [10]) 
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2.7. Soft Computing based models 
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Table 2.3. Linguistic set definitions 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of a neuron 
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Figure 3.3. Schematics of a mathematical model of a neuron 
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3.3.Simple Genetic Algorithm 
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Figure 3.5. Example of a chromosome structure. A,B,C,D and F are parameter to be 
optimized 
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Figure 3.6. Mating algorithm 
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Table 4.1. Amplitudes and frequencies of sinusoids used in the reference signal during 
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Figure 4.2. Sample time histories of signal obtained with the MCL software: a) actual 
human control activity; b) input reference signal; c) plant output 
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Figure 4.3. An example of the learning curve of a given subject. Adopted from George [14] 
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Figure 4.4. USAF Predator RQ-1/ MQ-1/ MQ-9 Reaper Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) 
(photo available at: http://www.af.mil/photos/mediagallery.asp?galleryID=5541&page=5 ) 
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Figure 4.5. UAV STE: two monitors, side stick, throttle control, rudder control (not 
shown). (Courtesy of AFRL) 
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Figure 4.7. UAV STE: Secondary screen with feedback information. (Courtesy of AFRL) 
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Figure 4.8. Time history of an actual control behavior of a UAV pilot 
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Figure 4.9. Hess structural model of the human operator with the feed forward path 
(dotted box) to account for the pursuit nature of the control task (Hess, [4]) 
4.4.NASA simulation data 
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Figure 4.10.NASA Langley VMS facility. (Courtesy of NASA Langley) 
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Figure 5.1. Block-diagram of a closed loop man-machine system with TEC and remnant 
added. 
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Figure 5.2. Actual control signal power spectrum of different operators 
 
5.2.1. Neural network architecture 
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5.2.3. Hidden layer 
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Table 5.1. Values of parameters of Pre and Post processing for different sets of 
experimental data.
Parameters MCL data set UAV data set
: :D I Ea b  D:AIC=>E DCCC@IC=E
; ;D I Ea b  DC<IC@AE DCCC;;IC=E
D I Ec d  DB=I <B=E	  D<CCI :=CE	 
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Figure 5.4. Block diagrams of the MATLAB SIMULINK implementation of the ANN used 
to model the testing element of the control behavior: a) overall block-diagram; b) hidden 
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Figure 5.6. PSD of a typical actual control signal vs. simulated control signal produced by 
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Figure 5.7. Simplified Hess structural model of the human operator with the equiripple 
FIR filter added 
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Figure 5.8. PSD of a typical actual control signal recorded during UAV experiments 
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Figure 5.9. Block diagram of the FIR filter designed to shape the simulated control signal 
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5.4.Integration of enhancements into selected models of the human 
operator 
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6. Automated Parameter Identification Technique: theory and 
application 
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Figure 6.1. General architecture of the proposed APID 
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Evaluate fitness of the new 
chromosome. Determine if 
the new chromosome has 
better fitness
Replace the old 
chromosome with the new 
one
Continue with the bit-
flipping schedule
Check if the pre-allotted 
number of iterations is 
reached
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Table 6.1. Standard deviation of identified parameters  
Parameters varied Standard deviation of identified parameters Fitness score
eK :K ;K :T  n 
eK :>A<       0.0385
:K  :=;A      0.0385
;K   :>;>     0.0385
:T    <=>    0.0513




     B>  0.0475

      :;B 0.0513
n ,       >@>B :>:: 0.0451
:K , ;K , :T  <><= =:A= C    0.0385
eK ,  :<@>    :::B   0.0385
eK , :K , ;K , :T , n ,  >:@> AC=B ;A;A <:A; ::@@ @:C: @>@= 0.0244
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Figure 6.4. Root locus of the open loop transfer function 
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Figure 6.5. The Hosman descriptive model 




















Figure 6.6. OCM 
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rK  ::Cw X ;:<w  :lev  ;lev  <lev  @lev  nT  nK 
Original Hess X X X
Hess with 
TEC
X X X X X X X
Hess with EF X X X X X X X X X
Hess with 
TEC and EF





















X X X X X X
Hosman with 
EF
X X X X X X X X
Hosman with 
TEC and EF












X X X X
OCM with EF X X X X X X
OCM with 
TEC and EF
X X X X X X X X
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eK  :K  ;K  ffK  rK  ::Cw X ;:<w  :lev  nT  nK

Original Hess X X X X
Hess with TEC X X X X X X X X
Hess with EF X X X X X X X
Hess with TEC 
and EF
















rK  ::Cw X ;:<w  :lev  nT  nK 
Original Hosman X X X
Hosman with TEC X X X X X X X
Hosman with EF X X X X X X
Hosman with TEC 
and EF






mV  yV  ffK  rK  ::Cw X ;:<w  :lev 
Original OCM X X X
OCM with TEC X X X X X
OCM with EF X X X X
OCM with TEC 
and EF
X X X X X X
>>
 
6.3.Metrics for evaluation 
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Figure 6.7. Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities ratings scale. Adopted from Cooper [30]. 
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Figure 6.8. Sample diagram illustrating the benchmark fitness score at 1 produced by the 
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6.4.1. Fitness analysis 
6.4.1.1. MCL data set 
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Figure 6.9. Fitness score comparison for a sample group of four subjects form the MCL 
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Figure 6.10. Improvement (percent) of fitness score associated with the addition of an 
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Figure 6.11. Fitness score comparison for a sample group of four subjects form the UAV 
data set: a) Hess structural model, b) Hosman descriptive model, c) OCM 
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Figure 6.12. Improvement (percent) of fitness score associated with the addition of an 
equiripple filter (EF) and model of testing element of control (TEC). UAV data set 
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Figure 6.13. MCL data set: distribution of the model configurations, which resulted in the 










































Figure 6.14. UAV data set: distribution of the model configurations, which resulted in the 
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6.4.3. Statistical Analysis 
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Figure 6.15. Inter-subject variation of selected parameters of the a) Hess structural model 
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Figure 6.16. Inter-subject variation of selected parameters of the a) Hess structural model 













































































Table 6.4. Standard deviation (%) of the fitness score as a function of the model 
configuration 
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7. Motion cueing and pilot modeling. 
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Figure 7.3. Man-machine system used to obtain a generic pilot control behavior ( :s plant 
dynamics) 
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Figure 7.5. Hess structural model ( :s plant dynamics) with vestibular system feedback 
path and motion system /washout algorithm models added: a) Translational channel; b) 
Rotational channel 
MATLAB SIMULINK block diagrams 
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7.1.2. Results and discussions 
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Figure 7.6. Time histories of the generic pilot control signal produced by the Crossover 
model for: a) :s plant dynamics; b) ;
:
s plant dynamics 
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Figure 7.7. PSD of the control behavior signals of the generic human operator simulated by 
the Crossover Model, Hess Structural Model, Hess Structural Model with the motion 
system feedback.  Graphs showed for a) longitudinal mode b) lateral mode. Plant dynamics 
:
s







































Figure 7.8. PSD of the control behavior signals of the generic human operator simulated by 
the Crossover Model, Hess Structural Model, Hess Structural Model with the motion 










































Table 7.1. Fitness scores produced by the original Hess structural model with (Exp.) and 
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Figure 7.9. a) Graphical representation of the wind change pattern during the simulated 
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Figure 7.10. Block diagram of a pilot-aircraft closed loop control system used to model the 
stabilization task in the roll channel 
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7.2.1. Derivation of the aircraft model 
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Table 7.4. Lateral-directional dimensionless stability derivatives (Roskam, [32]) and 
parameters of the aircraft 
Parameter Value Description (dimensions)
S  ==CC O		+ ;ft ,
b  :?A O	+ ft ,
U  ;;B 8+ 
ft ,
m  =A@CCC /	+ slug ,
3
 CCC;<>? + <
slug
ft ,
xxI  A:<B :C' 
/	+ ;slug ft' ,
yyI  A<C= :C' 
:;:
zzI  A@<: :C' 
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Figure 7.12. Lateral component of the wind acting upon the aircraft 
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7.2.2. Methodology 
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Figure 7.13. PSD of the actual control signal (blue solid) vs. simulated control signal by 
original Hess (black dotted), Expanded Hess (magenta dot-dashed) and Expanded Hess 
tuned by APID (red dashed). TEC is not present
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Figure 7.14. PSD of the actual control signal (blue solid) vs. simulated control signal by 
original Hess (black dotted), Expanded Hess (magenta dot-dashed) and Expanded Hess 
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Table 7.5. Fitness scores produced by the original Hess structural model with and without 






Identified parameters of the model Fitness
eK :K ;K mK
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Table 7.6. Identified parameters of the expanded (with motion system feedback) version of 
the Hess structural model with (X) and without (O) TEC. 
Pilot # TEC Identified parameters Fitness
eK :K ;K mK
1 O B <<= CC?= ?BA 0.0263
X C ;;< :?; ==? 0.0157
2 O << ;;< CB; @A< 0.0120
X C<< BA> =:; C 0.0048
3 O ;? C?= CA? <:A 0.0325
X C ;=@ C:> ;;= 0.006
4 O < C>@ :BA @:A 0.0191
X C>? >:< ;=A A@ 0.0135
5 O = ;=A C<; =:: 0.0368
X CBA BB? ;C< B 0.0108
6 O <B :;> ;=A >B? 0.0258
X :;? ?=? ;:A C 0.0118
7 O ?B A<? C>= :C;C 0.0125
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8. Conclusions and future research 
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Appendix B. Full set of identified parameters 
 
Table B. 1. Full set of identified parameters 
Model Identified parameters
Name Bits in the 
chromosome
Identification range
Hess structural model eK :C , -CI:C;<
:K :C , -CI:C;<
;K :C , -CI:C;<
Hosman descriptive model attw :C , -CI:C;<
ratew :C , -CI:C;<
OCM yV :C , -CI:C;<
mV :C , -CI:C;<













Testing element of control ::Cw :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
:::w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
:@C
 
::;w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
:;Cw :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
:;:w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
:;;w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
:<Cw :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
:<:w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
:<;w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
;:Cw :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
;::w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
;:;w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
;:<w :: , -#:C;<I:C;@
rK :C , -CI:C;<
Remnant nK :C , -CI:C;<
nT :C , -CI:C;<






Appendix C. Fitness score comparison histograms: MCL data set 




















































































































































































































































































Appendix D. Fitness score comparison histograms: UAV data set 
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